26 Na, 27 Na, 28 Na and 29 Na were measured by β-NMR spectroscopy in single crystals of LiNbO 3 and NaNO3. High degrees of nuclear polarization were produced by optical pumping of the sodium atoms in a fast beam with a collinear laser beam. The polarized nuclei were implanted into the crystals and NMR signals were observed in the β-decay asymmetries. Preparatory measurements also yielded improved values for the magnetic moments of 27-31 Na and confirmed the spin I = 3/2 for 31 Na. The results are discussed in comparison with large-basis shell model calculations.
Introduction
Measurements of the small quadrupole moments of light nuclei require appropriate experimental techniques. Most quadrupole moments of nuclear ground states were obtained from measurements of the hyperfine structure of atomic energy levels. However, the quadrupole moments and even more the atomic hyperfine fields decrease with the atomic charge number Z. As a result, the quadrupole interaction contributes extremely little to the hyperfine structure of low-Z atomic systems.
For sodium the most easily accessible state for quadrupole interaction studies is 3p 2 P 3/2 , reached from the 3s 2 S 1/2 ground state by excitation in the D2 line. Here the resolution is limited by the natural line width of 10 MHz which exceeds the quadrupole interaction by about one order of magnitude. Former experiments on the isotopes 21 Na and [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Na made an attempt to resolve this small effect by employing laser-rf double-resonance spectroscopy [1] . However, the experimental errors of about 50 mb were of the same order as the absolute values of the measured quadrupole moments.
The experiments on [26] [27] [28] [29] Na presented here were performed by β-ray detected nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (β-NMR, see ref. [2] ) on nuclei polarized by in-beam optical pumping [3] . This technique has already been used to measure the quadrupole moments of 9 Li and 11 Li [4, 5] . The spin-polarized beams of short-lived radioactive isotopes are implanted into a crystal lattice. Quadrupole interaction is caused by the electric-field gradient produced by the non-cubic crystal lattice surrounding the sodium nuclei [6] . The strength of the field gradient can be influenced by the choice of the host crystal, and it can thus be adapted to the size of the quadrupole moment to give a measurable interaction. The resolution of NMR measurements in solid crystals is in the kHz range. This corresponds to quadrupole moments of about 1 mb for crystals with large internal field gradients. The detection of β-NMR signals relies on the observation of an asymmetry in the angular distribution of the β-decay of a polarized ensemble of nuclear spins. This asymmetry depends on the β-decay properties and on the degree of nuclear polarization. The dominant decay channels of the neutron-rich sodium isotopes are allowed GamowTeller transitions. From the mostly known branching ratios and final states rather favourable conditions can be expected. Optical pumping is very efficient for the strong D1 and D2 lines of neutral atomic sodium (Na i) which lie in the frequency range where cw dye lasers give their maximum output power.
The measurement of quadrupole moments of light nuclei provides a sensitive test of theoretical models. Largebasis shell model calculations led to a consistent microscopic description of the structure of sd-shell nuclei [7] . These calculations proved to be of high predictive power for a variety of observables. Substantial elements of the 32 The European Physical Journal A Table 1 . Half-lives, yields and experimental β-decay asymmetries for the isotopes [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Na. The asymmetry values measured in a NaF host crystal are corrected for relaxation losses during the lifetime and for the solid angle of the detector. (5) model are the construction of an effective interaction based on the whole oscillator shell and the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian to determine the eigenstates [8] .
However, the exclusion of core configurations (1s and 1p) and of excitations to higher shells has to be accounted for by a renormalization of the operators. In the electric quadrupole operator this is done by introducing effective charges for the proton and the neutron [7, 9] . These effective values are empirically deduced from E2 matrix elements mostly of stable nuclei. Experimental data on quadrupole moments far from stability are required to investigate whether these parameters also give an adequate description for nuclei with extreme N/Z ratios. Besides testing the scope of theoretical approaches, the present measurements of the quadrupole moments of [26] [27] [28] [29] Na give insight into the development of nuclear structure and collective properties when approaching N = 20, where a region of nuclear deformation is assumed to be centered around 31 Na [10, 11] . No indication of deformation was found from β-decay and binding energy studies for the isotopes with N ≤ 18 [12] . For sodium the onset of deformation related to configuration mixing with fpshell states is expected at N = 19 [13, 11] . Recent measurements of the quadrupole moments of 30 Na and 31 Na, using a modified experimental procedure and a different host crystal lattice, are being analyzed and will be reported separately [14] . Here we give improved values of the magnetic moments of [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Na showing that the sdshell predictions for N = 19 and 20 are relatively poor. For 31 Na we also confirm the spin assignment I = 3/2 [15] which is in contradiction to an sd-shell closure.
Experiment

Experimental setup and procedures
The experiments were performed at the ISOLDE on-line mass separator which is connected to the PS-Booster synchrotron at CERN. Neutron-rich sodium isotopes were produced by fragmentation of uranium in a UC 2 -target exposed to the 1 GeV pulsed proton beam. Pulses of 2 to 3 × 10 13 protons with a duration of 2.4 µs were impinging on the target every 3.6 s. After ionization to the charge state +1 in a hot tungsten tube, the product isotopes were electrostatically extracted and accelerated to an energy of 60 keV. The half-lives and typical production yields are given in table 1. The number of atoms per µC of proton beam roughly corresponds to the average number of atoms per second. A schematic view of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1 . The selected mass-separated ion beam is superimposed collinearly on the circularly polarized light beam of a cw dye laser. Optical excitation in the D1 or D2 line ( 2 S 1/2 → 2 P 1/2, 3/2 at 589 nm) of Na i is performed after neutralizing the ions in a charge-transfer reaction [16] . For this purpose the beam passes through a cell containing sodium vapour at a density of about 2×10 14 atoms/cm 2 . A variable electrical potential applied to that cell is used to tune the beam velocity and correspondingly the Doppler shift of the optical transition. This offers an easy way of tuning the laser frequency to the optical resonance.
For optical pumping the circularly polarized light interacts with the atomic beam over a path length of 1.5 m. A weak longitudinal magnetic field of 1 mT over this region, provided by a solenoidal coil, defines the polarization axis. Transverse field components disturbing the optical pumping process are suppressed by a µ-metal shield around the beam tube. More details about the conditions of polarizing sodium atoms by narrow-band laser light will be given in section 3.
The NMR setup implies the application of a strong magnetic field perpendicular to the beam axis and thus a rotation of the polarization axis by 90
• . This is performed at the entrance of the NMR magnet, where the stray field in combination with an appropriate configuration of longitudinal fields ensures an adiabatic rotation of the spins, with a minimum loss of polarization. This rotational field does not exceed the strength of about 50 mT, in order to avoid decoupling of the small nuclear magnetic moment from the electronic magnetic moment.
After complete spin rotation the decoupling takes place in the strong transverse field. The radioactive atoms are implanted into a crystal which is placed in the center of the NMR magnet producing a homogeneous magnetic field in the range of 0.2 to 0.5 T. The β-decay asymmetry which is proportional to the degree of nuclear polarization is measured by two detector telescopes, each consisting of two plastic scintillators of 2 mm thickness and covering a solid angle of 9% of 4π. These are placed between the thin windows of the vacuum chamber and the magnet pole faces.
For NMR measurements the host crystal is exposed to a magnetic radio frequency (rf) field produced with the help of two coils in Helmholtz configuration. These rf coils are fed by a programmable synthesizer in combination with a 100 W broad-band amplifier which is coupled to the coils by a resonant circuit. At the typical frequency of 2 MHz, rf amplitudes up to 0.5 mT can be produced at the site of the crystal.
The optical excitation frequency is tuned to the atomic hyperfine structure component that gives the maximum β-asymmetry signal. In order to avoid strong fluctuations in the count rates, the measuring cycle is synchronized with the proton pulse structure of PS booster. The data acquisition of each channel (corresponding to a step in the rf) is triggered by the impact of a proton pulse on the production target. A beam of radioactive atoms is transmitted to the NMR setup during about 3 half-lives, and the implanted sample is irradiated while the β-asymmetry is detected. Then the rf is stepped to the next value before the next proton pulse arrives.
β-NMR
In a static magnetic field the energy of the nuclear spin system is split into 2I + 1 Zeeman levels. If an additional rf field is in resonance with the splitting between adjacent Zeeman levels, magnetic dipole transitions are induced. This means that the degree of nuclear polarization is reduced, leading to a reduction of the observed β-decay asymmetry.
For host crystal lattice surroundings of cubic symmetry, the Zeeman levels are equidistant. Thus they are all coupled at one frequency which in saturation destroys the polarization completely. With the known magnetic field B this Larmor frequency ν L yields the nuclear g-factor from the relation
The additional interaction with an electric-field gradient V zz present at well-defined sites in non-cubic lattices can be used for measuring electric quadrupole moments [6] . An axially symmetric field gradient shifts the energy of the Zeeman levels of a nucleus with spin I and quadrupole moment Q according to
where the angle θ describes the orientation of the internal electric-field gradient with respect to the magnetic field.
The quadrupole interaction results in an equidistant splitting of the NMR signal into 2 × I components. This splitting is proportional to the nuclear moment Q and to the electric-field gradient V zz at the site of the nucleus. The relative amplitudes of the resonances are essentially given by the distribution of the population over the Zeeman levels. If this distribution is known, an assignment of the levels which are coupled by the rf can be deduced from the line intensities in the spectrum. In this way the sign of the quadrupole interaction, i.e. of the product of the field gradient and the quadrupole moment, can be determined.
Optical pumping
The optical pumping conditions will be discussed taking as an example the excitation in the D2 line 2 S 1/2 → 2 P 3/2 which was used for most of the measurements. In the weak longitudinal magnetic field the excitation with circularly polarized laser light, for instance σ + -light, obeys the selection rules ∆F = 0, ±1 and ∆m F = +1, whereas spontaneous decay of the excited state is allowed for all channels with ∆F = 0, ±1 and ∆m F = 0, ±1. Thus after several cycles of excitation and spontaneous emission the population is accumulated in the state with the maximum m F quantum number. This corresponds to an orientation of the angular momentum F which is composed of the electronic and the nuclear spins.
Since the excitation is performed in collinear geometry, the Doppler broadening of the optical transition is reduced to a residual value of about 30 MHz [16] . This inhomogeneous width is fully covered by the homogeneous power broadening of 50 to 100 MHz for a power density of nearly 0.5 W/cm 2 used for efficient optical pumping. The given conditions involve certain limitations for the maximum polarization that can be achieved. All investigated isotopes have a well-resolved hyperfine structure splitting of the 2 S 1/2 ground state in the range of 1.5 to 3 GHz. Thus, only the fraction of atoms populating one of the two hyperfine structure levels is involved in the optical pumping process.
Furthermore, the splitting of the excited 2 P 3/2 state remains partly unresolved. Thus the optical excitation is not restricted to the desirable closed system
As a consequence, the population of the | 2 S 1/2 ; F = I + 1/2 state is pumped after a few cycles of excitation and reemission via the nearby hyperfine structure levels of 2 P 3/2 to the F = I − 1/2 component of the ground state, and the optical pumping process is terminated.
Additional losses of polarization occur while the direction of the angular momenta is rotated into the transverse field of the NMR magnet. Since here the magnetic field is not parallel to the direction of propagation of the laser light, the excitation does no longer obey the ∆m F = +1 selection rule and the polarization is reduced. This depolarization process is suppressed for σ + pumping on the transition | 2 S 1/2 ; F = I + 1/2 ↔ | 2 P 3/2 ; F = I + 3/2 , where the increasing magnetic field shifts most of the Zeeman components out of resonance. The experimental spectrum in fig. 2 shows the β-asymmetry as a function of the optical excitation frequency for the I = 3 isotope 26 Na. The two frequency positions giving nuclear polarization signals correspond to excitations from the two hyperfine structure components of the ground state. The negative tail of the higherfrequency signal is the result of optical pumping in the non-longitudinal field region.
As expected the highest degree of polarization is obtained at the frequency of the transition
The corresponding maximum values of the experimental β-decay asymmetries are compiled in table 1 for the isotopes 26-31 Na. Taking into account the known β-decay properties of 26 Na, 27 Na and 28 Na one finds that polarizations between 0.4 and 0.6 are reached. For the heavier isotopes the β-decay channels are rather poorly known. With a more complete knowledge about branching ratios, the measured asymmetry parameters might be used for the assignment of spins to the dominantly populated final states in 29 Mg, 30 Mg and 31 Mg. In order to understand the measured frequency and power dependencies of the polarization, one has to calculate the distribution of population over the Zeeman levels. This distribution also directly affects the relative intensities of the lines in the NMR spectrum. A simulation of the optical pumping process has been performed by solving a system of rate equations,
where N i and N j denote the relative populations of the Zeeman sublevels of the 2 S 1/2 and the 2 P 3/2 state, respectively. They are interrelated by the probabilities for induced absorption and emission C ij (ν ij , ν Laser ) and for spontaneous emission A ij . This system of coupled differential equations is solved numerically, yielding the population of each level after the interaction with the laser light. Losses in the non-longitudinal field region are taken into account by assuming a small fraction of the laser radiation with opposite polarization. The result of such a calculation, included in fig. 2 , describes all essential features of the experimental spectrum. The inset of fig. 2 shows the population of the nuclear Zeeman levels after the adiabatic decoupling of nuclear and electronic spins in the transition to the strong magnetic field. This distribution has been calculated for optical pumping in the asymmetry maximum, which corresponds to the conditions employed for the NMR experiment. A strong accumulation in the m I = I state and a flattening towards smaller and negative values of the m I quantum number is characteristic for this distribution.
The differences of the populations of neighbouring nuclear Zeeman levels give the relative amplitudes of the lines in the NMR spectra. 
Experimental results
g -factors
The magnetic moments of the isotopes 20-31 Na have been known from laser spectroscopy measurements of the ground-state hyperfine structure [15, 1] . Even though it was not the aim of the present experiment to measure nuclear g-factors, these results could be improved for the isotopes 27-31 Na.
The nuclear Larmor frequencies were determined by β-NMR measurements in the cubic host lattice of a NaF single crystal or a gold foil. During these measurements the magnetic field was kept constant. As the absolute strength of this field is not accurately known, only the ratios of the Larmor frequencies can be used to determine relative g-factors. Absolute values are then derived using the value µ I ( 26 Na) = 2.851(2)µ N from ref. [15] . The results are listed in table 2 together with the literature values.
The consistency of the magnetic moments of 31 Na derived from atomic hyperfine structure [15] and from the present direct g-factor measurement confirms that the spin assumption of ref. [15] , I( 31 Na) = 3/2, is correct. 
Quadrupole interaction
LiNbO 3 results
The measurement of relative quadrupole moments for the series of isotopes [26] [27] [28] [29] Na has been performed in a LiNbO 3 lattice. In this lattice the implanted sodium nuclei experience a comparatively large electric-field gradient. This is important for the measurement of the extremely small quadrupole moments of 26 Na and 27 Na. Furthermore, the β-decay asymmetries are essentially as large as observed for the cubic NaF lattice. Figure 3 shows the NMR spectra for 26 Na (I = 3), 27 Na (I = 5/2), 28 Na (I = 1) and 29 Na (I = 3/2) in LiNbO 3 , obtained for optical pumping with σ + light. As a consequence of the non-linear distribution of population over the Zeeman levels not all resonances have sufficiently large amplitudes to be clearly visible in the spectra. For the isotopes with small quadrupole moments and larger spin, 26 Na and 27 Na, the resonances are only partly resolved and only the higher-frequency components with ν ≥ ν L are shown. In the spectrum of 29 Na the weak line at 5.5 MHz was enhanced by changing to σ − optical pumping from the F = I − 1/2 ground-state component (∆m F = −1). This gives opposite polarization as shown at the right-hand axis of the plot.
With the optical pumping scheme described in section 3 (excitation from the F = I +1/2 ground-state component with selection rule ∆m F = +1) the slope in the amplitudes of the resonances of 26 Na and 27 Na, on the one hand, and of 28 Na and 29 Na, on the other hand, shows that the quadrupole interaction energies have different sign. Since the electric-field gradients are isotope-independent, this means that the quadrupole moments have opposite sign. Extremely large line widths of 200 to 300 kHz are observed in the spectra of 28 Na and 29 Na for all resonances whose frequency position is affected by the large quadrupole interaction. Furthermore, these lines exhibit a double-peak structure which is well visible only in the case of 29 Na where the splitting is largest. In contrast to this, the resonance at the Larmor frequency (for 29 Na) remains narrow and does not show any substructure.
These line shapes can be explained by the interaction of the nuclear quadrupole moment with a continuous distribution of electric-field gradients caused by radiation damage of the lattice. The presence of two discrete field gradients is well known from PAC studies [17] of 111 In in LiNbO 3 and it has been attributed to the occupation of lithium sites either with a perfect lattice environment or a defect in the vicinity. Therefore, the analysis of the spectra is based on the interaction of the quadrupole moment with two different field gradients. Their relative strength as well as the population of the respective lattice sites is considered to be the same for all isotopes. Two Gaussians with fixed relative amplitudes and widths are used to parametrize the resonance structures which are shifted by the quadrupole interaction. The line at the Larmor frequency (only existing for isotopes with half-integer spin) is well described by a single Gaussian.
Another small fraction of atoms is situated on sites for which a distribution of small field gradients centered around zero has to be assumed. This results in a resonance structure around the Larmor frequency which is observed for the I = 3 isotope 26 Na. For the other isotopes this structure either coincides with the regular line at ν L ( 27 Na), or the inhomogeneous line width scaling with the quadrupole moment becomes so large that the line is smeared out ( 28 Na and 29 Na). In these latter cases it is not explicitly taken into account in the fitting procedure. The quadrupole interaction constants and their relative signs obtained from χ 2 -fits with a consistent parametrization of the spectra are compiled in table 3.
Calibration in NaNO 3
A calibration of the absolute values of the quadrupole moments has been performed by measuring the quadrupole splitting of 28 Na (I = 1) in the lattice of NaNO 3 , for which the electric-field gradient at the substitutional sodium site is known [6] . This lattice is not suitable for β-NMR measurements on the whole series of isotopes, because the experimental asymmetries are five times lower than in the LiNbO 3 host lattice, and because the field gradient is too small to resolve the quadrupole interaction of 26 Na and 27 Na. The spectrum is displayed in fig. 4 . As in the case of LiNbO 3 a small fraction of nuclei populating lattice sites with randomly distributed small field gradients is observed, giving rise to a broad resonance at the Larmor frequency. A Gaussian fit based on this assumption yields a quadrupole interaction constant |ν Q ( 28 Na)| = |(e/h)V zz Q( 28 Na)| = 124.8(3.4) kHz. This interaction constant of 28 Na in NaNO 3 can be ascribed to regular lattice sites for which also the quadrupole interaction of 23 Na is known [6] . This is not only expected from general experience but also supported by experimental arguments. Only two sharp resonances are visible in the spectrum of fig. 4 , and their depths corresponds to the destruction of most of the asymmetry.
Determination of quadrupole moments
The quadrupole interaction constant for stable 23 Na in NaNO 3 was measured by classical NMR spectroscopy to be 334(2) kHz [6] . Using this reference value and the quadrupole moment of 23 Na, one can derive the absolute value of the quadrupole moment of 28 Na. Absolute values of the moments of [26] [27] [28] [29] Na are then determined by the ratios of the interaction constants measured in the LiNbO 3 crystal.
For the reference quadrupole moment of 23 Na precise but partly incompatible results exist in the literature. Muonic X-ray spectroscopy [18] yielded Q( 23 Na) µ = 100.6(2.0) mb. However, the accuracy of this value was questioned when atomic structure calculations [19] [20] [21] of electric-field gradients reached the 1% accuracy level. Combined with atomic hyperfine structure measurements of the quadrupole coupling constant (B-factor) of the b The results quoted in ref. [1] have been recalculated following the original procedure and using more recent reference values for the hyperfine structure of 23 Na.
c From sd-shell calculation the 3/2 + state is 454 keV above the 5/2 + ground state. [22, 23] several independent calculations yield quadrupole moments that are 4%-6% larger. These values are supported by an analysis of the quadrupole interaction in NaF and NaCl molecules, yielding 104(1.2) mb [24] , and by nuclear-model-dependent values from Coulomb excitation measurements [25, 18] . The moments compiled in table 4 and displayed in fig. 5 have been calculated using Q( 23 Na) = 105.6(1.2) mb from the most accurate measurement of the B-factor [23] and the recent most complete multi-configuration HartreeFock calculation [21] . Since only relative signs for the quadrupole moments of [26] [27] [28] [29] Na have been determined experimentally, the missing information about at least one sign has been replaced by the overall expectation from the shell model (see section 5.2).
Discussion
Comparison to previous results
Quadrupole moments of
26-29 Na were already reported from laser-rf double-resonance measurements of the hyperfine structure of the 2 P 3/2 state [1] . The atoms were excited by laser light to the F = I + 3/2 component, and an rf field was applied to induce transitions between F = I +3/2 and F = I +1/2 leading to a change in atomic polarization which served for resonance detection. The accuracy of about 1 MHz achieved in the determination of frequency intervals was essentially given by a systematic error accounting for a slightly off-resonant frequency of the laser. Considering the natural line width of 10 MHz this experimental technique nearly reaches the ultimate precision of optical spectroscopy on short-lived isotopes. We have recalculated the reported quadrupole moments [1] from the originally measured hyperfine structure splittings using a recent more accurate reference value for the A( 2 P 3/2 ) factor of 23 Na [23] and the new calibration value for Q( 23 Na). These results are included in table 4 and in fig. 5 .
Our reevaluation somewhat reduces the nearly constant difference of about −50 mb between the original data of ref. [1] and the present results. As shown in fig. 5 the remaining systematic deviation of the hyperfine structure results towards more negative quadrupole moments is now just compatible with the estimated experimental errors.
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Shell model calculations
The development of large-basis shell model calculations has greatly improved the description of the structure of light nuclei in the p and sd shells [7] . In particular, the electromagnetic nuclear moments can be reproduced or predicted rather precisely. Still, the agreement between theory and experiment is less quantitative for the quadrupole moment than for the magnetic moments. Quadrupole moments are more sensitive to core excitations and are thus more difficult to describe theoretically in a necessarily restricted model space. On the other hand, there are problems to deduce very accurate values of quadrupole moments from experimental hyperfine structure data. These data partly suffer from uncertainties in the knowledge of atomic hyperfine field given by the electron wave function. Only for a few cases the electric-field gradient can be calculated as reliably as for sodium.
The isotopes [26] [27] [28] [29] Na are situated in the sd shell between the regions of nuclear deformation centered around 23 Na and 31 Na. The calculation of the moments is based upon the wave functions obtained in the full sd model space (1d 5/2 , 1d 3/2 , 2s 1/2 ) with the USD Hamiltonian of Brown and Wildenthal [7] . These calculations with the sd-shell basis can account for the deformation near 23 Na, but the sd-shell wave functions for 31 Na and other nuclei with N = 20 such as 32 Mg are spherical. To account for the deformation near N = 20 one has to expand the basis to include the fp-shell intruder states. But for the comparison to the results in this work we stay to the sdshell basis. The main focus of this discussion will be on the quadrupole moments. However, for completeness we give in table 2 the USD results for the magnetic moments obtained with the free-nucleon M1 operator (sd-free) and with the effective M1 operator [26] (sd-eff). Up to 29 Na the comparison with experiment and theory is good, but becomes significantly worse for 30 Na and 31 Na. This is probably an indication of the fp-shell intruder nature of these states.
In table 4 the experimental results for the quadrupole moments are compared to results of the shell model calculations. The USD wave functions have been used to calculate a variety of observables in the sd shell related to the quadrupole operator, in particular the quadrupole moments which were known in 1986 [9] and the quadrupole moments of neutron-deficient argon isotopes [27] . One needs to combine the multiparticle information contained in the sd-shell wave functions with the single-particle matrix elements [9] . For the single-particle radial wave functions we use those obtained with the simple harmonic oscillator (HO) withhω = 45A −1/3 − 25A −2/3 , and those obtained with the more realistic spherical Hartree-Fock calculation using the SGII Skyrme interaction [28] . These SGII radial wave functions were used recently for calculations of the matter and charge radii of the Na isotopes [29] .
The results obtained with the HO radial wave functions together with the free-nucleon charges of e free p = 1 for the proton and e free n = 0 for the neutron are given in the first theoretical column of table 4. One notices here as well as for all other quadrupole observables in the sd shell that the experimental matrix elements are systematically larger than those calculated. The reason for this is the well-known effect of the polarization of the core protons by the valence protons and neutrons [30, 31] . This polarization represents part of the actual wave functions which is left out of the truncation to the sd shell. Empirically it can be accounted for by replacing the free-nucleon charges with effective charges e eff p = 1 + δe p and e eff n = 0 + δe n , where the δe are the polarization charges.
The empirical isoscalar polarization charge is well determined and has a value in the range of δe p + δe n = 0.70 [9] to 0.78 [7] . This range of empirical values for the isoscalar effective charge is in agreement with those calculated microscopically in perturbation theory [31] . The isovector polarization charge δe p − δe n is more difficult to determine because most quadrupole data are dominated by the isoscalar component. All theoretical considerations [30, 31] result in δe n > δe p , because the valence neutrons are more effective in polarizing the core protons due to the stronger average proton-neutron interaction compared to the proton-proton interaction. An empirical value of about δe n − δe p = 0.2 is consistent with the previous analysis of quadrupole moment and B(E2) data [9, 7] .
In order to test the sensitivity of sodium quadrupole moments to the value of the isovector effective charge we compare in table 4 the purely isoscalar results obtained with e p = 1.35 and e n = 0.35 [9] with those obtained with an isovector polarization of δe n − δe p = 0.2 which gives e p = 1.25 and e n = 0.45. One notices that the effect of adding an isovector polarization is small because the isovector component of the quadrupole moment is small relative to the isoscalar component.
Finally, we explore the sensitivity to the radial wave functions by repeating the isoscalar calculation with the SGII HF radial wave functions. The difference between the HO and HF results is small and does not improve the agreement between experiment and theory. The theoretical values shown in fig. 5 represent the HO results obtained with purely isoscalar effective charges.
In general, the experimental results for 23 Na and 28 Na are well described by the sd shell plus core-polarization calculations. The small quadrupole moments for 26 Na and 27 Na are also small in the calculations but their actual values are not so well reproduced. The absolute difference between experiment and theory for these small quadrupole moments is typical of the difference found for other quadrupole moments in the sd shell [9] . The experimental quadrupole moment for 29 Na is somewhat larger than theory, perhaps indicating some influence from the fp-shell intruder state for this nucleus with N = 18.
The small quadrupole moments of [25] [26] [27] Na are related to the fact that the main component (37%) of the wave functions has the configuration of (1d 5/2 ) 3 for protons and (1d 5/2 ) 6 , (2s 1/2 ) 0−2 for neutrons. For this main configuration, the neutrons have zero quadrupole moment because the valence neutrons outside the 1d 5/2 closed shell are in the 2s state, and the protons also have a zero quadrupole moment because they are in the middle of a j shell [32] .
For the lighter and heavier isotopes, both protons and neutrons are in open shells, and the strong proton-neutron interaction gives rise to more collective (deformed) states. The results from the present experiment nicely confirm the qualitative expectations of the simple shell model as well as the more quantitative predictions of the full sd-shell calculations.
Conclusion
The measurements on [26] [27] [28] [29] Na presented in this paper show that β-NMR spectroscopy is a powerful method to investigate nuclear moments of light isotopes far from stability. This holds in particular for the nuclear quadrupole moments, because the strength of the quadrupole interaction can be influenced by the choice of the host lattice and very high resolution can be achieved.
Optical pumping to high degrees of nuclear polarization provides the sensitivity required for the investigation of weakly produced isotopes. Of course, this technique can only be applied to elements which have appropriate atomic spectra. Sodium, having strong optical resonance lines to the first excited states, turns out to be one of the best suited candidates for this method. In addition, the favourable β-decay properties of all investigated isotopes give high β-decay asymmetries.
Results of the present experiment comprise the quadrupole moments of isotopes up to mass number A = 29. None of these measurements was limited by the production yields of the ISOLDE target, which are still about 10 5 atoms per second for 29 Na. The experimental difficulties arose from the requirement of finding host lattices with appropriate field gradients and relaxation properties. The measurement of the very small quadrupole moments of 26 Na and 27 Na on the one hand, and the calibration with a known field gradient on the other hand were the major challenges.
The present investigation already includes the measurement of the decay asymmetries of 30 Na and 31 Na. A measurement of the quadrupole moments [14] has to cope with much lower production yields of these isotopes and therefore needs some modification of the experimental procedure including a different choice of the host crystal. Data from such an experiment are being analyzed, yielding direct information about the development of nuclear structure in the N = 20 region of postulated deformation.
